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	Text1: A quarterly letter for connecting with familieswho have children in 1st & 2nd grades at <Type your church or children’s ministry name here>
	Text2: Welcome to Family Connections—the quarterly newsletter that helps you know what your child is learning from God’s Word. Please let us know if we can help you in any way as we partner with you to grow kids in Jesus.
	Text3: When the crowds saw Jesus display His power, they were surprised. And in their surprise, they told everyone what Jesus had done. Is your family doing the same? Tell each other about the amazing things Jesus does. Then go and tell others. They may be surprised too!
	Text4: Units of learning include:• Jesus Lives! (Special Unit)• Jesus Is Powerful • Paul and Barnabas• Paul Continues to Tell About Jesus
	Text5: Bible verses your child will be learning this quarter include:• Matthew 28:6 (Special Unit)         • 2 Peter 3:18• Psalm 147:5                                   • 1 Peter 3:15Help your child find each unit’s Bible Memory in a family Bible. On blank note cards, draw a symbol that represents each Bible Memory passage: an open tomb (Matthew 28:6), a starburst (Psalm 147:5), a ruler (2 Peter 3:18), a question mark (1 Peter 3:15). Whenever you show one of the cards, say the corresponding Bible Memory together.
	Text6: Throughout this quarter your child will be learning about Jesus’ power. Together, make a tornado in a bottle. You’ll need two 2-liter clear bottles, masking tape, water, food coloring, and glitter (optional). Fill one of the bottles three-quarters full of water. Add a couple drops of food coloring and a little glitter, if desired. Invert the other bottle so that it sits on top of the first bottle with the openings together. Wind the tape tightly around the necks of the bottles so that no water can leak out. The top bottle should be securely balanced on top of the bottom bottle. Hold the bottles with two hands and swirl the water around. Then flip the bottles and watch what happens in the top bottle as the water slowly funnels down into the bottom bottle.Let each family member have a turn at flipping the bottles and creating a tornado. Together thank God for sending Jesus to earth so that we could be saved by His power over death.
	Text7: For more family fun, go to www.heartshaper.com and download the free weekly family pages for your child’s age level.


